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Discussion Request 1184 
 
 

 
Cooling Off for COS 

 

Status Issued to Market Priority Medium Status Date 04/01/2017 

 
Date Version Reason for Change Version Status 

26/10/2016 1.0 Issued to Market Final 

04/01/2017 1.1 Cos with CoLE scenarios and new objection reason code Final 

 

Part 1 DETAIL OF DISCUSSION REQUEST / MARKET CHANGE REQUEST 

Requesting Organisation(s) CER 
Originating 

Jurisdiction 
RoI 

Request Originator Name Dana Parachiev 

Date Raised 30/08/2016 

 
Classification of Request 

Jurisdictional Applicability RoI 
Jurisdictional 

Implementation 
RoI Specific 

If jurisdictional implementation is 
for one jurisdiction only – is the 

other jurisdiction required to 
effect any changes? 

No 
Co-Ordinated Baseline 

Version No. 
TBC 

Change Type Non-Schema Impacting 

 
Detail of Request 
Reason for Request 

Background 

 
The customers’ right to the cooling off period is detailed in Directive 2011/83/EU on consumer rights, which was 
transposed into Irish legislations through the Statutory Instrument S.I. No. 484 of 2013 

 
The current approved change of Supply process in the market design does not include actively managing the cooling 
off period.  The market design currently considers that the Supplier has managed the cooling off period before sending 
in the request. 
 
In practice not all Suppliers are following the same cooling off  process.  Some Suppliers are sending in Cos  requests 
when they sign up the customer at the start of the cooling off process , others are waiting until the cooling off period is 
over before sending in the request. 
 
Suppliers should already be compliant with the basic principles outlined in the CER document.  They should not wait 
until the end of the Cooling Off Period to send the 010 MM.  
 
Suppliers receive notification of a customer intention to change Supplier via a  110MM. Upon receipt of this message 
Suppliers may engage in win-back and retention practices whereby they attempt to contact the customer with for 
example, an improved energy plan which would convince the customer to change their mind.  
 
Section 7 of the S. I states that ’before the consumer is bound by an off-premises contract or any corresponding offer, 
the trader— 
(a) shall provide the consumer with the information specified in Schedule 2 in a clear and comprehensible manner, 
and 
(b) where a right to cancel the contract exists, shall provide the consumer  with the model cancellation form’’ 
 
Legislation makes further provisions for cases where the customer is not informed of the right to withdraw 
 
In 2014/2015, The CER completed a review on whether or not the cooling off process should be incorporated into the 
market design to allow for customer change of mind due to cooling off. 
 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32011L0083&from=en
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2013/si/484/made/en/pdf
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Options were presented to industry for comment which  resulted in selection of an option which the majority of 
Suppliers supported. 
 
The CER evaluated the following three options in relation to the cooling off period and its incorporation into the market 
design.   

 
1) that the CoS request be sent after the cooling off period  

2) that the CoS request be sent at the start of the cooling off period  

3) that the CoS request be sent at the time of customer sign up  
 
 
The CER considered legal requirements, impact on market processes, customer satisfaction, impact on Suppliers and 
market monitoring requirements. This evaluation also considered industry comments and observations following 
consultation.   
 
Full details and evaluation of these three options are contained in the attached document. The attached document 
was analysed during drafting of this DR. Where the DR deviates from the CER document, it will be stated with 
reasoning and substantiation included.     
 
  
 
 
 
Following workshops with Suppliers and network companies the CER agreed with the points raised by Suppliers in 
favour of option 3 where the COS request is sent at the start of the cooling off period. In expressing this view, 
the CER noted the following benefits associated with this option: 

 
 

 It provides customers who were disconnected under their old supplier to be reconnected as soon as possible 
(ie they do not have to wait until the end of the cooling off period for this as would be the case in the 
alternative proposal)  

 it allows a customer to commence supply with their new supplier as soon as possible,  

 it would allow the customer to experience the product being offered by their new supplier and compare it to 
counter offers through win back. It is suggested, that this is more in line with the intent of the cooling off 
period legislation.  

 
 
An advantage of this approach is that the process for ROI could be put live without any major system changes and  
uses the current processes rather than waiting for market system changes to implement.   
 
The Cooling off period applies to domestic customers only. 
 
NI Process 
 
Within the retail market in NI, the ten day cooling off period must be completed before the 010 is submitted.  A 
customer agreement must be in place before prior to submission. 
 
The advantages of this approach are that the UR can readily produce statistics that can be used to measure cooling 
off activities and also Supplier adherence to the legislation. 
 
It avoids having to unwind the COS which can be a cumbersome process as it does not begin until the Cooling off 
Period has expired. 
 
However it will restrict to a large extent win-back activities as the 010 will not be sent until the Cooling Off Period has 
elapsed.  
 
MCR1183 was produced in NI to cover proposed changes to cooling off process.  
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Introduction 


This information paper sets out an evaluated proposal on the option to be used to allow for change of mind under a customer’s 


cooling off rights and addresses the question of whether a cancellation process should be incorporated into the market design.  


Under Directive 2011/83/EC, customers have a right to a cooling off period of 14 days. This includes situations when switching their 


gas and / or electricity accounts. The cooling off period allows the customer to cancel the switch within a certain time without 


incurring penalty.  


The approved Change of Supply (CoS) process in the market design does not incorporate a cancellation process for change of 


mind under a customer’s right to a cooling off period. Rather, the market design considers that the supplier has managed the 


cooling off period before they send in the CoS request – in practice this would mean that suppliers await until the cooling off period 


is over before sending in the request. The CER, however, understands that not all suppliers are following this process and some 


suppliers are sending in CoS requests when they sign up the customer (in essence at the start of the cooling off period rather than 


the end). They then, if necessary, use a cancellation process designed for erroneous transfers to cancel the CoS.  


Recently the cooling off period has been extended from 7 days to 14 days. With this change and the anecdotal evidence that 


suppliers were treating the cooling off period differently, the CER considered it timely to review whether or not a cancellation 


process should be incorporated into the market design to allow for change of mind (under a customer’s right to a cooling off period).  


The retail team (CER) developed options and presented these to industry for comment, which saw their refinement to an option that 


the majority of suppliers supported. This note surmises this process and presents a recommended approach to the cooling off 


period in terms of market design.  


Please note that the proposal in no way tries to define the legal requirements / customer's entitlements as to the cooling off period, 
which are outlined in Directive 2011/83/EU.  It proposes a unified approach for suppliers to cancel a CoS due to a customer availing 
of their cooling off rights and discusses the timing of sending of the CoS request. 
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Development of Options and Evaluations 


Three options were proposed: 


1) that the CoS request be sent after the cooling off period  
2) that the CoS request be sent at the start of the cooling off period  
3) that the CoS request be sent at the time of customer sign up 


 


In relation to option 2 and 3, alhough the start of the cooling off period and the time the customer signs up to the supplier should 


generally align, there is a distinction between these two scenarios. This is for example, because the cooling off period commences 


when certain information is provided to the customer; detailing their right to cancel etc. If this is not provided to the customer when 


they sign up, then the cooling off period does not commence at that time but later when the requisite information is obtained. 


Please see Directive 2011/83/EU for all details and guidance on relevant regulations in this regard.  


The three options were evaluated against criteria pertaining to legal requirements, impact on market processes, customer 


satisfaction, impact on suppliers and market monitoring. The evaluation was carried out based on set criteria, and took into 


consideration feedback received from the Networks and Supply companies.  


Criteria Evaluation 


Cos Request 
sent on sign up 


 


Cos Request sent 
on start of 
Cooling Off 


Cos Request sent at end of Cooling Off  


Legal 
Requirements 


The customer has the right to avail 
of the product / service during the 
cooling off period. Any process 
should facilitate the provision of 
the product / service as quickly as 
possible to the customer. 


customer can avail of the service quickly. Requires the customer to wait until after the cooling off period 
to receive the service. 


Impact on 
Market 
Processes 


Any changes to the current 
process will impact on the 
approved retail market processes. 
These impacts should be identified 
and considered / weighed against 


Requires changes to the market processes, as 
currently a cancellation of a CoS request due 
to change of mind is not included in the 
market design. 
 


Avoids changes to the market processes.  
 
Avoids cancellations due to customers availing of their 
cooling off rights. This is because the cooling off period would 
have already expired before the CoS request was sent. 
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the benefits that any proposal 
provides. 


Is likely to drive an increase in the number of 
cancellations.  


 
 


Customer 
Satisfaction 


Any changes from the current 
processes should not deteriorate 
the customer’s current experience. 
Changes to the customer 
experience should be identified 
and considered and the best 
outcomes weighed against the 
overall impacts of the proposals. 


Allows for win back activities as the CoS 
request is sent before the cooling off period is 
finished (this is because the market design 
sends a notification to the losing supplier after 
a CoS request is received). 
 
Cancellations may require more interaction 
with the customer, as unlike the alternative 
option the market process for a CoS would 
have begun and would have to be unwound. 
 
 


Restricts, to a large extent, win back activities. This is 
because the losing supplier will not receive any notification of 
the CoS until after the cooling off period has expired and 
typical contracts include an exit penalty – eg you pay €x if 
you exit before 12 months. 
 
Requires a meter read to be obtained from the customer at 
the end of the cooling off period – this is because meter 
reads are currently only valid for 4 days and the cooling off 
period is 14 days long. This would see the supplier interacting 
with the customer twice – once when they were signed up 
and once to get a meter read at the end of the cooling off 
period. 


Impact on 
Suppliers 


Any changes from the current 
processes will impact on suppliers’ 
activities. These impacts should 
be identified and considered / 
weighed against the benefits that 
any proposal provides. 


Allows for win back activities as the CoS 
request is sent before the cooling off period is 
finished. This is because the market design 
sends a notification to the losing supplier after 
a CoS request is received. 
 
Gaining supplier can commence service 
relatively quickly. 
 
Gaining supplier uncertain as to whether the 
customer will avail of the cooling off period. 
This may reduce the attractiveness of 
customer acquisition activities for some 
suppliers. It may also incentivise some 
suppliers to hold back the best offers for 
selected win back customers. 
 
Cancellations may require more interaction 
with the customer, as unlike the alternative 
option the market process for a CoS would 
have begun and would have to be unwound. 


Restricts, to a large extent, win back activities. This is 
because the losing supplier will not receive any notification of 
the CoS until after the cooling off period has expired and 
typical contracts include an exit penalty – eg you pay €x if 
you exit before 12 months. 
 
Gaining supplier can only commence service at the end of 
the cooling off period. 
 
Reduces uncertainty as to whether the customer will avail of 
the cooling off period or not. It may incentivise suppliers to 
advertise their best deals rather than retaining them for win 
back customers (as this activity would not be possible) or 
incentivise them to approach their customers with better 
offers more frequently. It may also increase the incentive on 
suppliers to increase exit penalties etc that protect them from 
customers moving. 
 
As detailed under the customer satisfaction criterion the 
supplier would have to have additional interaction with the 
customer to obtain a valid meter read. 


Market 
Monitoring 


Under the third package, a switch 
should occur within 3 weeks. The 
CER, in its decision on market 


Measuring of time 
required for the switch 
begins closest to 


Measuring of time 
required for the 
switch begins close 


Measuring of time required for the switch begins furthest 
away from the customer request. 
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monitoring (CER/14/344), requires 
the MRSO and GPRO to monitor 
the number of switches that take 
longer than this length of time. The 
length of time will be measured 
from the market messages that 
are received / issued for a switch. 
Aligning the sending of the market 
message messages are sent as 
close as possible to when the 
customer requested the switch, 
the measurement will be more 
accurate.  


customer request. 
 


to or at sign up. 
 


 


The following sections set out the responses received from suppliers and networks companies, CER’s considerations to the 


responses and further details the evaluation process taking on board feedback received and sets out the proposed option. 


Industry Response to options  


Two workshops were held with suppliers and the network companies to present the options and the evaluation shown in the 


previous section. Of the three options presented, suppliers favored either that the CoS request be sent at customer sign up or at 


the end of the cooling off period; with the majority favouring the former (5 Vs 2).  


The two suppliers that favoured the CoS request being sent at the end of the cooling off period were SSE Airtricity and Flogas. SSE 


Airtricity also sought that the CoS be back dated to when the customer was signed up – ie CoS request sent at end of the cooling 


off period but the registration date with the new supplier be back dated to the start of the cooling off period. In arguing this point it 


noted that this is the approach adopted in Northern Ireland. The general reasons given for favouring sending the CoS request at the 


end of the cooling off period were:  


 it avoids having to unwind a CoS, which can be a cumbersome process, and minimises administration for both suppliers and 
the network companies  


 it reduces win back opportunities, which would aid suppliers in competing with the incumbent suppliers and would avoid 
potential confusion that win back may cause to customers 



http://www.cer.ie/docs/000885/CER14344%20Market%20Monitoring%20Framework%202014%20Decision%20Paper.pdf
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In stating their preference for sending the COS request at the end of the cooling off period, Flogas stated that, to date, the CER has 


not provided guidance / set rules specific to win back. If such guidance / rules were to be developed Flogas highlighted that its 


preference may change.  


Bord Gáis Energy, Energia, Electric Ireland, Pinergy & PrePayPower favoured the sending of the CoS request at the beginning of 


the cooling off period. The reasons put forth for this were: 


 it allows the customer to experience the product being offered by their new supplier and compare it to counter offers through 
win back 


 it provides for customers who were disconnected under their old supplier to be reconnected as soon as possible (ie they do 
not have to wait until the end of the cooling off period for this as would be the case in the alternative proposal) 


 it allows the customer to commence supply with their new supplier as soon as possible 
 


Where, under the alternative proposal the CoS is not back dated to when the customer signed up (as called for by SSE Airtricity), 


additional reasons were given for supporting the sending of the CoS request at customer sign up: 


 it is facilitated under the supplier’s current processes and would avoid additional manual processing and significant changes 
to business processes 


 it does not require additional interaction with the customer that is currently the case in order to gain a read after sign up 
 


Response to Supplier comments  


The majority of suppliers are in favour of the proposal that the CoS request be sent at the time of customer sign up – option 3. 


Those against this and in favour of sending the CoS request at the end of the cooling off process highlight two key concerns: 


Win back during the cooling off period the customer can change their mind and revert back to their old supplier free of 


charge and without penalty. If the losing supplier is informed of a pending customer lose during the cooling off period (which 


would be the case under option 3) they could contact the customer and attempt to retain the customer. Those against option 
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3 state that win back is a negative thing, which can confuse customers and will provide greater opportunity to the incumbent 


to retain customers.  


Cumbersome and administratively burdensome cancellations the cancellation processes that are proposed are manual 


in nature (discussed later) and the two suppliers against option 3 state that their experience of the current manual 


cancellation process (which should only be used for erroneous transfers) is that it can be a lengthy one to complete. 


In relation to win back, the CER consider that win back is not, per se, a negative thing. However, it can have negative impacts, if 


conducted out in an inappropriate, aggressive or misleading manner. The CER notes that in Ireland, ComReg placed restrictions on 


win back (details here) due to market conditions that were jeopardising competition. In New Zealand the regulatory authority for the 


electricity markets has placed restrictions on win back (details here) and win backs are also prohibited in the New Zealand market 


for telephone landlines (see here). In the New Zealand electricity market, like in the electricity and gas markets here in Ireland, 


suppliers are provided a notification of a pending customer loss. The New Zealand regulatory authority sees the effects of using this 


information to conduct win back as:  


 
(a) making acquisition activity less rewarding, because a proportion of customers cancel their switch before it is complete  


(b) disproportionately reducing the profitability of acquisition activity, because they can reduce benefits without a 
commensurate reduction in campaign costs  


(c) further reducing the profitability of acquisition activity because the losing retailer can ‘cherry-pick’ – that is, target save 
[win back] offers at the more profitable customers.  


 


On foot of the above concerns they have introduced restrictions on win back activity. The restrictions allow a supplier to opt into 


protection from win back. If they opt for such protection they cannot conduct win back activities themselves but also other suppliers 


cannot conduct win back on customers that the protected supplier obtains. They note that their decision will likely have positive and 


negative effects. On the positive it could: 


 encourage suppliers to approach their existing customers with better offers 
 encourage suppliers to approach customers that have moved away from them (as distinct to those in the process of moving 


away) 



http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg03115.pdf

http://www.google.ie/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCMQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ea.govt.nz%2Fdmsdocument%2F18614&ei=TlhbVd_KNoq17gagqYCoDw&usg=AFQjCNFNj3BU8VpIJBTcD5W8RmtPqUmodg&sig2=vTbuvvwQckiRhjZH2_bTxw&bvm=bv.93564037,d.ZGU

file:///C:/Users/Smacanbhaird/Downloads/Consultation-paper-saves-and-win-backs.pdf
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On the negative side it could:  


 prevent some customers from receiving competitive win back offers  


 impact on the competiveness of acquisition offers as they no longer have to compete with win back 
 


Having noted the above, the CER currently is of the view that at present, there is limited information on win back activities 


generally, to prohibit it in the retail market. The available data indicates that successful win back activity appears to be relatively 


low. Specifically, the most recent consumer survey conducted between 3rd March and 7th April 2015 shows that over a 12 month 


period only 3 % of domestic electricity customers had cancelled a switch that they had commenced and only 30 % of that 3 % 


cancelled because the supplier they were moving away from engaged in win back and offered them a better deal. The figures for 


domestic gas customer were 6 % cancelling and 12 % of that 6 % cancelling due to win back.  


While, win back activity may be currently low, the CER is aware that there is potential for consumers to get confused and is 


therefore of the view that specific requirements in the Supplier Handbook on win back should be introduced.  This may alleviate 


some of Flogas’ concerns in relation to win back, which they say can be a confusing experience for customers. While noting 


concerns re customers potentially being confused there is no other evidence that the level of win back currently being experienced 


is detrimental to customers receiving benefits of competition. 


In relation to the recommendation by SSE Airtricity under option 1, that the CoS should be backdated to the start of the cooling off 


period, the CER note ESBN’s concern that changing the market processes to allow for retrospective switches would require 


changes to “multiple market processes and is linked to a number of fundamental algorithms that are used by the market 


processes”. This is seen by ESBN to represent “a major impact” and would “be big and risky to implement”. GNI provided the same 


view as ESBN and expressed that backdating the date of the CoS after the cooling-off period runs its course would involve 


significant changes to GNI’s IT functionality and business processes and hence is not advised by GNI.  
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CER Recommendation 


The CER has evaluated the following three options in relation to the cooling off period and its incorporation or otherwise into the 


market design.  


1) that the CoS request be sent after the cooling off period 
2) that the CoS request be sent at the start of the cooling off period  
3) that the CoS request be sent at the time of customer sign up 


 


The CER has evaluated them against: 


Legal requirements, impact on market processes, customer satisfaction, impact on suppliers and market monitoring requirements 


This evaluation also included consultation with industry and the consideration of their comments / observations. Having gone 


through this evaluation process the CER considers that the options can be bundled into two categories in terms of their benefits / 


disadvantages. 


It is noted that options 2 and 3 can be considered together against option 1. The main differences between these options are in 


terms of when the customer can begin experiencing the product and the degree of win back that they facilitate. In particular, options 


2 and 3 would allow for win back (while option 1 would not) and allow the customer to experience the product soonest. Through this 


process, 5 out of 7 suppliers showed a preference towards option 3, while 2 suppliers showed a preference for option1.  


In relation to those suppliers highlighting a preference for option 1, one noted that if rules were put in place to address win-back 


their preference may change – ie move towards another option. It is acknowledged that currently the Supplier Handbook does not 


have specific requirements in relation to win back and CER is already considering this issue through the review of the Supplier 


Hand book. That said the CER is of the view that requirements currently in the hand book should address a good degree of 


guidance on the nature of information that has to be presented to customers. 
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The  SSE Airtricity noted that option 1 should be introduced with a back dating of the CoS to the beginning of the cooling off period  


ie the CoS request is sent at the end of the period but the registration date with the new supplier would be back dated to the 


beginning of the period.  


Retail Market Systems 


In response to the options presented, ESBN expressed concern with option 1, explaining that option 1 would require changes to 


multiple market processes and is linked to a number of fundamental algorithms that are used by the market processes.  This is 


seen by ESBN to represent a major impact and would be big and risky to implement. 


GNI expressed similar concerns in its response, expressing that  backdating the date of the CoS after the cooling-off period runs its 


course would involve significant changes to GNI’s IT functionality and business processes and hence is not advised by GNI. 


CER notes, implementing option 1 would take time and costs. It is also noted that the reasons for supporting option 1, is that it does 


not allow for win back and in doing such facilitates competition against the incumbent suppliers.(The issue of win back is addressed 


separately)  


The CER also note that the network companies have provided practical solutions to implementing option 3, which can be put live 


now rather than awaiting any market system changes. This is because they are “piggybacking” on current processes 


The proposed processes are shown in Appendix I. It allows for a CoS to be cancelled where a supplier indicates that the customer 


has invoked their right to cancel under the cooling off period. They are manual in nature and do not facilitate a formal escalation 


processes if suppliers are in dispute.  


It is proposed that this be address through the effective monitoring to ensure adherence with the process and the results of this 


monitoring will be provided to the CER.   


In relation to the point made that allowing cancellation due to changes of mind may be a cumbersome process, it is considered that 


although the cancellation process is a manual one, the process itself is relatively straight forward – sending an email or market 


message to cancel the CoS. The process will be set out clearly and any deviation from it by a supplier will be acted upon. The 


MRSO and GPRO, in the first instance, will be tasked with monitoring use of this process. 
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Option Selection 


The CER agree with the points raised by suppliers in favour of option 3, where the CoS request is sent at the start of the cooling off 


period. The following benefits are noted: 


 it provides customers who were disconnected under their old supplier to be reconnected as soon as possible (ie they do not 


have to wait until the end of the cooling off period for this as would be the case in the alternative proposal) 


 it allows a customer to commence supply with their new supplier as soon as possible,  


 it would allow the customer to experience the product being offered by their new supplier and compare it to counter offers 


through win back. It is suggested, that this is more in line with the intent of the cooling off period legislation.  


 


In relation to win back activities, the CER is of the view that if win back is conducted in a misleading manner, aggressively or 


inappropriately, it can have negative impacts.  However at this stage, CER does not deem win back as a negative aspect of the 


market.  As highlighted earlier, it is suggested that specific requirements on win back will be introduced into the Supplier Handbook.  


Following consideration of the above, it is proposed that option 3 as detailed in Appendix I be progressed. This would then see this 


matter being formally progressed through the IGG and GMARG where discussions requests will be raised and will in turn drive 


detailed impact assessments to be conducted by ESBN and GNI. The CER is cognisant that following the selection of the option 


(the first step), specific relevant questions and issues may need to be discussed through the IGG and GMARG fora regarding 


certain processes.  


The CER will continue to monitor the level of win back and also require the GPRO and the MRSO to report regularly on the level of 


cancellations due to the cooling off period.  
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Appendix I 


Proposed processes for cancelling a CoS request due to a customer changing their minds under the cooling off period 


 


Gas 


Day 1 – The customer engages with supplier and signs up. 


No later than Day 4 – The gaining supplier must submit G201RQ to Transporter.  


Raising a cancellation when CoS completed  Cancellation when CoS not complete 


Raising a cancellation up to day 22 The gaining supplier can submit a cancellation (G208RQ, which 
can be submitted after G203N has been received and before 
G205N). 
 
 


 
The gaining supplier submits the CoS correction form via email 
to gpro@gasnetworks.ie - as per MPD 5. Reason given in email 
for cancellation to be cooling off. MPD 5 is followed but the 
losing supplier must automatically accept the cancellation.  
 


Raising a cancellation after day 22 and up to 50 
days after the original Change of Shipper 
completion 
 
The gaining supplier submits the CoS correction form via email 
to gpro@gasnetworks.ie - as per MPD 5. Reason given in email 
for cancellation to be cooling off. MPD 5 is followed.  
 


Raising a cancellation later than 50 days after the 
original Change of Shipper completion  


 
A new CoS is processed. 
 



mailto:gpro@gasnetworks.ie%20-

mailto:gpro@gasnetworks.ie%20-
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Electricity 


Day 1 – The customer engages with supplier and signs up. 


No later than Day 4 – The gaining supplier must submit 010 market message. 


Cancellation when CoS completed Cancellation before CoS completed 


Up to Day 22  
 
The gaining supplier can send a 011 market message with the 
reason code supplier error (SE). The old supplier must accept 
(MM011A “YES”), i.e. the old supplier is accepting the 
cancellation and is accepting the customer back. 
 
Note the old supplier would use the registration receipt date in 
the 110 market message to determine whether the 011 market 
message was sent before or after the 22 day period. 
 


1. The gaining supplier can submit a cancellation (011 
market message) and the customer will then remain with 
the old supplier.   


2. If the gaining supplier submits a cancellation (011 market 
message) after they have received a provisional 
acceptance (102P market message with reason code e.g. 
ENA for energisation) then MRSO will validate the 
cancellation.  Note, when accepted, this may result in a 
de-energised site reverting energised to the losing 
supplier. 


 


After Day 22 and up to 60 days after the customer was 
registered with the new supplier  
 
The gaining supplier can send a 011 market message with the 
reason code supplier error (SE). The current cancellation 
process is followed.  
 
Note the old supplier would use the registration receipt date in 
the 110 market message to determine whether the 011 market 
message was sent before or after the 22 day period. 
 


Later than 60 days after the customer was registered with 
the new supplier  
 
A new CoS is processed. 
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Proposed Solution 

 
 
The solution proposed for including the cooling off period into the ROI market design is based on the CER document 
and referenced in the background section. Please note, that the solution in the DR does deviate from some proposals 
in the CER document due to accuracy and further consideration of the issue.  
 
 

Deviations include: 
Definition of  term “days”. The DR refers to Calendar days 
 
Both the EU Directive and the transposing SI state that the withdrawal period should expire 14 days from the 
conclusion of the contract. The 2 pieces of legislation do not distinguish between calendar days and business days 
and do not provide definition for the term “day”. 
 
The CER document above is written with the understanding that the 14 cooling off days are business days. 
 
However the the Competition & Consumer Protection Commission’s website http://www.ccpc.ie/distance-and-
premises-contracts  states that the cooling off period is 14 calendar days. 
 
4 “CO Operational” days. 

The CER document refers to the cooling off period extending for up to 22 days. This DR wishes to define cooling off 
period as 14 calendar days and the period that exists from the receipt of 010 to 14th calendar day. The term cooling off 
period is interchangeable with 14 calendar days from MM010 send.  
 
The concept of 4 days prior to the submission of the 010 will be referred to as “CO operational days”. The 4 days may 
or may not be used by the Supplier. The purpose of the 4 days is to ensure that sufficient time is provided for the 
customer to be provided with the information that satisfies clause a and b in Section 7 of S.I. No. 484/2013.  
 
(a) shall provide the consumer with the information specified in Schedule 2 in a clear and comprehensible manner, 
and 
(b) where a right to cancel the contract exists, shall provide the consumer  with the model cancellation form’’ 
 
An assumption is made that as soon as the customer is provided with requirements outlined in a and b above, that the 
010 can be submitted. That is, for some Supplier models, satisfying a and b may only take 1 day or be the same day, 
whereas for other Suppliers, a full 4 days may be necessary.  These four days apply to domestic customers only.  
 
The cooling off period solution 

The solution can be summarised as follows: 
 
Once the customer contacts the Supplier they have up to 4 days (CO Operational days) to ensure that clause a and b 
described above are satisfied. Once they are comfortable that a and b are satisfied, the supplier can send the 010 and 
the customer has 14 cooling off calendar days to exercise their cooling off rights. The clock starts when the old 
supplier receives the 110 message, the customer then has 14 calendar days to cancel. 
 
Consideration of Bank Holidays, weekend or non-business days 

 
The last day of the Cooling off Period may fall on a Bank Holiday, weekend or non-business day and this needs to be 
considered.  For example, does the Supplier give the customer a day of grace which would be the next business day 
or should the cooling off period expire on the last business day of the period? 
 The recommendation would be that the 14 days is static and when the gaining supplier is validating a cooling off 
rejection that they only consider 14 calendar days regardless of when it expires. If MPs have other suggestions here, 
please submit options with practical, operational applicability that can be followed by all MPs.  
 
How will cooling off period objections/cancellations be identified?  
 

It is proposed to use the objection reason code SE to designate an objection on grounds of cooling off period. SE 
(Supplier Error) reason code is currently used to indicate a cancellation of COS following COS completion to day 65. 
This reason is used relatively infrequently and was therefore decided to be best option for using to designate 
objection/cancellation for cooling off. In the past calendar year (24.10.15 – 24.10.16) RMDS identified 966 instances of 
SE being used on the 011MM. An optimal solution would be to introduce a new reason code specifically for Cooling 
off. This would require a schema change and change to COS workflows and was considered as not feasible for an 
immediate introduction of the cooling off period. That said, it may be an advantage in the future to consider introducing 
a specific reason code as a separate DR.  
 

http://www.ccpc.ie/distance-and-premises-contracts
http://www.ccpc.ie/distance-and-premises-contracts
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Since this was last discussed at the Forum an alternative reason code which could be used instead of objection code 
SE has been proposed.  Objection reason code ME was used for debt flagging in the past, however since August this 
year with automated debt flagging this use of ME is no longer required and is infrequently used, approx. 10 per month.  
The reason SE was chosen in mid-2015 was that it was the least used reason code and the time.  As ME is now  
available this may be a better option.  We would welcome Suppliers views on this. 
 
 
Obligations of Suppliers in relation to 011MM with SE.  

Typically two scenarios may lead to the cooling off period being invoked.  
i) The losing supplier (supplier A), once notified of a COS (via the 110MM) can engages in 

winback/retention activity with the customer. They may be successful in convincing the customer to 
stay with them which would mean the customer must actively indicate this to the gaining supplier 
(Supplier B) . 

ii) The customer has a right to remain with their original supplier. 
 
The obligation is on the gaining supplier (Supplier B) to issue an 011 once notified by the customer that they wish to 
revert to the original supplier.  
 
 
COS with COLE 
 

At the time of writing, resolution to this question had not been finalised. We would value feedback from market and 
CER on this point.  on the scenario where the customer is both a new customer and undergoing a change of supplier. 
Does the cooling off period apply?  
 
.Example to illustrate question: 

 Mary B lives at MPRN X and registered to Supplier P.  

 John R lives at MPRN Y and registered to Supplier Q 
 

 John R is moving in as a tenant to MPRN X (Mary moves out). John R wishes to move to Supplier Z.  

 Supplier Z sends in an 010 with COLE = Y for MPRN X.  

 John R decides before COS Completed that he wants to exercise his cooling off period rights. He contacts 
his own Supplier Y and says that he wants to revert to them.  

 Can this occur in the market? 

 What does Supplier Y do as although he may have had John R as a customer with an agreement for 
MPRN Y, he does not have an agreement with him at MPRN X.   

 

Three examples below outline how a COS with Cole would work 

Examples 1 and 2 will work with the current Retail Market Design 

Example 1:  Customer is registered with Supplier A in Kerry and decides to move to Dublin.  When customer moves to 
Dublin the MPRN in his new house also registered with Supplier A.  Customer decides to move to Supplier C and then 
within the cooling off period changes his mind and decides to revert to his old Supplier. 
The gaining Supplier (Supplier C) sends an 011 market message with reason code SE.  The old Supplier(Supplier A) 
takes customer back provided they are still within the cooling off period. Customer has now returned to Supplier A. 
 
Example 2:  Customer is registered with Supplier A in Kerry and decides to move to Dublin.  When customer moves to 
Dublin the MPRN is registered with  Supplier B.  Customer wishes to move to his old  Supplier  in Kerry and initiates a 
COS. 
COS is completed and customer moves to Supplier A in his new house. 
 
In Example 3 the old Supplier does not accept the customer back as they do not have a customer registered at the 
site.  The question here is does the customer have the right to cancel and return to their old Supplier in Kerry or the 
old Supplier at their new house. 

 
Example 3:  Customer is registered to Supplier A in Kerry and moves to Dublin.  When customer moves the MPRN is 
registered to Supplier B.  Customer decides that they would like to move to Supplier C.  Customer then decides to 
move back to the old Supplier in the Cooling Off time period.  The customer can move back to the MPRNs old 
Supplier and not to their old Supplier in Kerry. 
 
Customer can of course revert back to B and then initiate a COS and move to their preferred Supplier(Supplier A) 
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COS with Service Orders for re-energisation.  

Consideration must be given to the scenario when the cooling off process is applied to a COS including re-
energisation. The risk, although small, involves a customer who initiates a COS  and requires re-energisation, 
changes their mind and reverts to the original supplier but the re-energisation is not cancelled or has been completed  
by the time the customer reverts back to the original supplier.  
 
This would mean a customer who originally de-energised with Supplier A, undergoes/starts a COS with Supplier B, 
exercises right of cooling off, and returns to Supplier A but is now energised.  
 
In scenario 5 below (COS with RE order raised and not completed) MRSO attempt to verify that the service order has 
been locked before processing the cancellation. This negates most cases but because it is a manual process there is 
a chance, although slim, that a case may slip through re-energised.  
 
It is important that the Supplier who takes the customer back during the cooling off period, understands that there is a 
chance that the site which was de-energised at the time of the COS, is now energised.   
 
This has particular relevance to situations where debt exists and where the customer was de-energised for debt or 
non-payment. If the debt flagging process and the cancellation by gaining supplier during the debt flagging process is 
honoured, it should reduce instances of scenario 5 and 6. It should be acknowledged that the debt flagging process is 
not applied to a COS with COLE. Scenario 5 and 6 are likely to occur more in cases of COS with COLE.   
 
Cooling off period Scenarios for consideration: 

In order to analyse the implications of the design fully, a scenario identification and analysis was performed. 6 
scenarios were identified for consideration, they include: 
 
Scenario 1 – Customer requests to cancel during Cooling off period before COS completed  
Scenario 2 – Customer requests to cancel during Cooling off period after COS completed  
Scenario 3 – Customer requests to cancel after cooling off period within 65 days of 010  
Scenario 4 – Customer requests to cancel after cooling off period after 65 days  
Scenario 5 – Customer requests to cancel during cooling off period before COS completed and RE order raised 
Scenario 6 - Customer requests to cancel during cooling off period after COS completed and RE completed. 
Scenario 7 - Customer requests to cancel during Cooling off period with COLE(Each address is registered to a 
different Supplier. 
Scenario 8 - Customer requests to cancel during Cooling off period with COLE(Both addresses are registered to same 
Supplier 
Scenario 9 - Customer requests Change Of Supplier with COLE(address1 is registered to Supplier A, address 2 is 
registered to Supplier B) 
 
 
The attached document outlines scenarios for cancellation using the Cooling off Period 
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Co-Ordinated Baseline Market Design Documents Impacted by Request 

 

Market Messages 




Scenario 1 – Customer requests to cancel during Cooling off period before COS completed 


 


 


Day 1 
Day 
2  


Day 
3 Day 4 


Day 
5 Day6 Day7 Day8 Day9 Day10 Day11 


Day
12 Day 13 Day 14 Day 15 Day 20 


Customer  1                         4 8   


Supplier A       
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(110MM)               
 


  
6,7(110AMM,111L


)     


Supplier B       


2 


(010MM 


102MM)               


 
5.(011MM,111MM)     


ESBN                                 


 


1. Customer is currently registered to Supplier A and decides to change to a different Supplier and contacts Supplier B 


2. Supplier B has up to 4 days to send the 010. This is sent on Day 4 and   is validated by ESBN,  if  ok Supplier B will receives a 102 market message..   


       3.   Supplier A will receive a  110 MM to notify them that a Registration has been received from another Supplier. 


       4.   The customer changes their mind and wishes to go back to their original Supplier on Day  14.  They contact Supplier B and state that they with to exercise their                                     


             cooling off rights and return to Supplier A. 


       5.  Supplier B sends a 011MM with Reason Code ME.  The old Supplier(Supplier A) uses the registration receipt date on the 110MM to determine whether the 011 MM   


             was sent  before or after the Cooling  Off Period.   


       6.   If within the Cooling Off Period(14 calendar days)  the Old Supplier must accept the customer back by responding Y to MM011A. 


       7.   Supplier B receives a 111MM and Supplier A receives a 111L market message to indicate cancellation of the Change of Supplier.   


       8.   Customer has now returned to Supplier A. 


 


 


 







Scenario 2 – Customer requests to cancel during Cooling off period after COS completed 


 


 


Day 1 
Day 
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Day 
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Day 
5 Day6 Day7 Day8 Day9 Day10 Day11 Day12 Day 15 Day 20 Day 21 Day 22 


Customer  1                         5     


Supplier A       
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(110MM)               105LMM   9(111AMM)(111LMM)     


Supplier B       
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102MM)               4(105MM) 6, 7(011mm)111MM     


ESBN                           8     


    


1. Customer is currently registered to Supplier A and decides to change to a different Supplier and contacts Supplier B 


2. Supplier B has up to 4 days to send the 010. This is sent on Day 4 and   is validated by ESBN,  if  ok Supplier B will receives a 102 market message..   


3. Supplier A will receive a  110 MM to notify them that a Registration has been received from another Supplier. 


4. Cos completes on Day  12.  MRSO will confirm completion of COS to New Supplier (Supplier B)105MM and to the Old Supplier(Supplier A) 105L. 


5.  The customer changes their mind and wishes to go back to their original Supplier on Day  12.  They contact Supplier B and state that they wish to return to their old 
Supplier.    


6. Supplier B sends a 011MM with reason code ME.  When the cancellation is received by MRSO. 


7. MRSO will validate and accept the cancellation .  If it passes validation a 111Amm will be sent to Supplier A. 


Supplier A would use the registration receipt date in the 110MM to determine whether the 011MM was sent before or after the cooling off  period. 


8. In this case the customer is not within the Cooling off period so Supplier A  can accept or reject the cancellation.(011AMM) Y or N,  If Supplier A accepts the 


cancellation, Supplier B will receive a 111MM and  Supplier A will receive a 111Lmm 


 


 


 







Scenario 3 - Customer requests to cancel after cooling off period within 65 days of 010 
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1. Customer is currently registered to Supplier A and decides to change to a different Supplier and contacts Supplier B 


2. Supplier B has up to 4 days to send the 010. This is sent on Day 4 and   is validated by ESBN,  if  ok Supplier B will receives a 102 market message..   


3. Supplier A will receive a  110 MM to notify them that a Registration has been received from another Supplier. 


4. Cos completes on Day  12.  MRSO will confirm completion of COS to New Supplier (Supplier B)105MM and to the Old Supplier(Supplier A) 105L. 


5.  The customer changes their mind and wishes to go back to their original Supplier on Day  50.  They contact Supplier B and state that they wish to return to their old 
Supplier.   


6. If customer still wishes to change Supplier at this stage the current cancellation process is followed. 


 


 


 


 







Scenario 4 – Customer requests to cancel after cooling off period after 65 days 
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1. Customer is currently registered to Supplier A and decides to change to a different Supplier and contacts Supplier B 


2. Supplier B has up to 4 days to send the 010. This is sent on Day 4 and is validated by ESBN. 


3. Supplier A will receive a  110 MM to notify them that a Registration has been received from another Supplier.   


4. Supplier B receives a 102MM if all is ok . 


5. Cos completes on Day  12.  MRSO will confirm completion of COS to New Supplier (Supplier B)105MM and to the Old Supplier(Supplier A) 105L. 


6. Customer wishes to cancel and notifies Supplier B on Day 70 


7. A new Cos will be processed at this stage if the customer wishes to change Suppliers. 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


Scenario 5 – Customer requests to cancel during cooling off period before COS completed and RE order raised 
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1. Customer is currently registered to Supplier A and decides to change to a different Supplier and contacts Supplier B 


2. Supplier B has up to 4 days to send the 010. This is sent on Day 4 and is validated by ESBN. 


3. Supplier A will receive a  110 MM to notify them that a Registration has been received from another Supplier.   


4. Supplier B receives a 102PMM , provisional acceptance with Reason Code “ENA”  for energisation. .  If the customer has been de-energised for “NPA” Non Payment , 


Supplier A can object by sending a 012MM.  The Supplier  B receives a 112MM to indicate that the old Supplier has  objected.   Supplier B can then send a 011MM to 


cancel the COS and customer will revert to old Supplier. 


5. In this case we are assuming that debt is not an issue the Service Order is created on Day 6. 


6. Before the COS  has completed on Day 7 the customer rings Supplier B to cancel and wishes to return to Supplier A. Supplier B submits a 011MM with reason code 


ME.  Supplier will also ring Meter-ops to lock the service order. 


7. MRSO will validate the cancellation  


8. Supplier B receives a 111MM and Supplier A receives a 111L market message to indicate cancellation of the Change of Supplier.   


9. Customer is now registered to Supplier A 


                


 







Scenario 6 - Customer requests to cancel during cooling off period after COS completed and RE completed 
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1. Customer is currently registered to Supplier A  and is de-energised, customer   decides to change to a different Supplier and contacts Supplier B 


2. Supplier B has up to 4 days to send the 010. This is sent on Day 4 and   is validated by ESBN,   Supplier B will receives a 102P with Reason Code “ENA” for 


energisation. 


       3.   Supplier A will receive a  110 MM to notify them that a Registration has been received from another Supplier. 


       4.   Cos completes on Day  12.  MRSO will confirm completion of COS to New Supplier (Supplier B)105MM and to the Old Supplier(Supplier A) 105L. 


       5.   The customer changes their mind and wishes to go back to their original Supplier on Day  14.  They contact Supplier B and state that they wish  to exercise their  


             cooling off rights and return to Supplier A. 


       6.  Supplier B sends a 011MM with Reason Code  ME.  The old Supplier(Supplier A) uses the registration receipt date on the 110MM to determine whether the 011 MM   


             was sent  before or after the Cooling  Off Period.   


       7.   If within the Cooling Off Period(14 calendar days)  the Old Supplier must accept the customer back by responding Y to MM011A. 


       8.   Supplier B receives a 111MM and Supplier A receives a 111L market message to indicate cancellation of the Change of Supplier.   


       9.   Customer has now returned to Supplier A which results in a de-energised site reverting energised to original Supplier. 


                                    







Scenario 7:   Customer requests to cancel during Cooling off period with COLE(Each address is registered to a 


different Supplier. 
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1. Customer  is registered to Supplier A  at MPRN X.  Customer has decided  to move house,  the owner house that customer  has moved to was registered to Supplier 


B at MPRN Y.  


Customer  decides to change to Supplier C when they move into the house.  Customer  contacts Supplier C on Day 1.   


2. Supplier C has up to 4 days to send the 010. This is sent on Day 4 and   is validated by ESBN,  if  ok Supplier C will receives a 102 market message..   


3. Supplier B will receive a  110MM to notify them that a Registration has been received from another Supplier. 


(In this case the old Supplier is the MPRNs old Supplier)  


       4.   Cos completes on Day  12.  MRSO will confirm completion of COS to New Supplier (Supplier C)105MM and to the Old Supplier(Supplier B) 105L. 


       5.   The customer changes their mind and wishes to go back to the Supplier at this MRRN on Day  14.  They contact Supplier C and state that they wish  to exercise their  


              Cooling off rights.   They have the right to return to the old Supplier associated with the MPRN, this is Supplier B in this case. 


       6.  Supplier C sends a 011MM with Reason Code ME.  The old Supplier(Supplier B) uses the registration receipt date on the 110MM to determine whether the 011 MM   


             was sent  before or after the Cooling  Off Period.     


       7.   If within the Cooling Off Period(14 calendar days)  the Old Supplier must accept the customer back by responding Y to MM011A. 


       8.   Supplier C receives a 111MM and Supplier B receives a 111L market message to indicate cancellation of the Change of Supplier.   


       9.   Customer has now returned to Supplier B 







Scenario 8:   Customer requests to cancel during Cooling off period with COLE(Both addresses are registered to 


Supplier A. 
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1. Customer is registered to Supplier  A  at MPRN X.  Customer has decided  to move house,  the owner house that the customer has moved to is also   registered to 


Supplier A at MPRN Y.  


Customer decides to change to Supplier B when they move into the house.  Customer contacts Supplier B on Day 1.   


2. Supplier B has up to 4 days to send the 010. This is sent on Day 4 and   is validated by ESBN,  if  ok Supplier B will receives a 102 market message..   


       3.    Supplier A will receive a  110 MM to notify them that a Registration has been received from another Supplier. 


       4.   Cos completes on Day  12.  MRSO will confirm completion of COS to New Supplier (Supplier B)105MM and to the Old Supplier(Supplier A) 105L. 


       5.   The customer changes their mind and wishes to go back to their original Supplier at this MRRN on Day  14.  They contact Supplier B and state that they wish  to  


              exercise their cooling off rights. They have the right to return to the old Supplier associated with the MPRN, this is Supplier A in this case. 


       6.  Supplier B sends a 011MM with Reason Code  ME.  The old Supplier(Supplier A) uses the registration receipt date on the 110MM to determine whether the 011 MM   


             was sent  before or after the Cooling  Off Period.     


       7.   If within the Cooling Off Period(14 calendar days)  the Old Supplier must accept the customer back by responding Y to MM011A. 


       8.   Supplier B receives a 111MM and Supplier A receives a 111L market message to indicate cancellation of the Change of Supplier.   


       9.   Customer has now returned to Supplier A. 


 







 


 


Scenario 9:   Customer requests Change Of Supplier with COLE(address1 is registered to Supplier A, address 2 is 


registered to Supplier B) 
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1. Customer is registered to Supplier  A  at MPRN X.  Customer has decided  to move house, house that the customer has moved to is registered to Supplier B at MPRN 


Y.  


Customer decides that they wish to change to their original Supplier(Supplier A).  Customer contacts Supplier A. 


2. Supplier A  sends the 010. This is sent on Day 4 and   is validated by ESBN,  if  ok Supplier A will receives a 102 market message..   


       3.    Supplier B will receive a  110 MM to notify them that a Registration has been received from another Supplier. 


       4.   Cos completes on Day  12.  MRSO will confirm completion of COS to New Supplier (Supplier A)105MM and to the Old Supplier(Supplier B) 105L. 


       5.  Customer has now changed back to their original Supplier.  
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Message No. Message Name CoBL ROI NI

No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact
 

 

Data Definitions 
No Impact 

 

Data Codes 
No Impact 

 

Market Message Implementation Guides 
ROI Yes/No NI Yes/No

N/A No Impact Yes  
 

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROI - Market Process Diagrams – MPDs 
Market Process Diagram 

Number Market Process Diagram Description Affected

MPD 1 MPD 1 - Change of Supplier - NQH Metered Yes

MPD 2 MPD 2 - Change of Supplier - QH Metered Yes

MPD 29 MPD 29 - CoS -Grouped Unmetered Yes

MPD 36 1.1 MPD 36 1.1 Change of Group MPRN_CoS Yes

 

 

 

NI - Market Procedures 
Market Process Number Market Procedure Affected

No Impact No Impact No Impact

 

 
 
 
 

ROI Guidance Documentation 
Document Version Affected

WP 0019 - Procedure to be used for Prepayment / Keypad Meters 3.0 Yes  
 

 

 

 

ROI Briefing Documents 
Document/Paper Version Affected

No impact No Impact
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User and Technical Documents 

Reference Name Version Affected

No impact No Impact

 

Part 2 - Performance and Data Changes 
Market  Messages volume, processing etc.  

Data 

Details of Data changes e.g. cleansing  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Part 3 - ReMCoSG / CER Approval 

Approved by 

ReMCoSG CER 

            

Comments 

 
 

 
 

 
 


